
 

 
 
 

The time to renegotiate is now  
 
(May29) By David Reed 
 
During these challenging times, most businesses are focused on one primary objective -- 
survival.  As businesses look for new and innovative ways to minimize expenses, and remain 
viable, they often overlook one of the largest potential sources for savings -- their real estate 
portfolio.  In most companies, rent is one of the largest expenses incurred in operating the 
business. Unlike many means of reducing overhead and expenses, such as layoffs or 
deferring equipment purchases and expansion, a successful lease renegotiation strategy not 
only reduces current expenses, but provides a long-term competitive advantage and 
positions the business for greater returns when the economy recovers.  The question isn’t 
whether a company should attempt to lower its expenses through lease renegotiation, rather, 
the question is why a company would continue to overlook a means to lower its expenses 
and generate additional cash flow. 

Regardless of when a lease was negotiated, or how well the economics were structured at 
the time, odds are that a business currently paying rent to a landlord is paying well above 
market rent.  Market rents have fallen significantly over the last several years, in nearly all 
geographic areas.  This gap between market rent and lease rent provides an opportunity for 
tremendous savings.  While most companies tend to wait until leases are up for renewal, 
companies should look at their entire portfolio, regardless of remaining term or options, and 
seek immediate adjustments to rent.  Waiting a year or more to renegotiate terms will result 
in lost opportunities and likely higher rents. 

Reducing current rent provides immediate relief, and in many cases can make the difference 
between a site being viable and operating at a loss.  With revenue and sales declining, the 
ability to deliver immediate relief and additional cash flow through a reduction in rent and 
operating expenses provides a significant advantage to a company over its competitors.  
Finding sales or other cutbacks to generate the same return as a 15% to 20% reduction in 
rent, compounded over the term of the lease, is very difficult.  While the impact is material for 
companies with a single location, it can be significant for companies with large portfolios of 
real estate.  



Despite the potential benefits of a lease renegotiation strategy, some companies fail to take 
advantage of this opportunity.  The reasons tend to vary, and include a lack of understanding 
of how to implement such a program, a lack of internal resources, and other issues 
demanding the attention of management.  For companies outside of the traditional retail 
environment, the concept may be new and management hesitant to develop such a 
program.  However, retailers have engaged in this process for many years, and landlords are 
not surprised by these requests.  Developing and implementing a lease renegotiation 
strategy can be simple and effective.  The key is understanding the leverage a company has 
to request such a reduction (or creating the leverage), and moving swiftly to seek reductions 
with a sound, consistent message, using professionals with experience in this area. 

Companies often ask, “Why would a landlord reduce my rent if I have a signed lease?”  The 
simple answer is that solid, stable, and viable businesses, which have a history of timely 
performance under their leases, have a considerable amount of leverage in this current 
environment.  Further, companies with brand name recognition, banks, and other tenants 
provide stability to a landlord, enable a landlord obtain favorable financing, and drive traffic 
into the center.   Landlords want to keep their tenants, and while they won’t volunteer 
favorable terms, and may initially resist providing relief, most of them will work with a tenant if 
the process is handled correctly and efficiently. 

Landlords are under extreme pressure to keep centers occupied, office buildings leased, and 
rental streams flowing.  In prior years, most landlords would ignore efforts by tenants to 
renegotiate terms, as space was at a premium and the list of potential tenants long.  
However, as businesses close and this recession continues, many landlords are faced with 
the reality of having to work with their tenants to adjust rents and other lease terms to ensure 
a continued rental stream and maintain occupancies.  As conditions begin to stabilize, 
businesses will likely see this window close.  It is therefore critical for businesses to take 
advantage of this opportunity. 

Some companies may be hesitant to even ask for relief, fearing some reprisal by the landlord 
or loss of goodwill in the community.  This concern is unfounded.  First, aligning rents with 
the market is simply good business practice, and in this business climate, there is a greater 
likelihood that companies will be viewed negatively for failing to minimize expenses.  
Second, seeking to renegotiate rents does not mean a company is unstable or failing.  The 
key is the message that is delivered to the landlord. 

The message to be delivered to a landlord by a tenant depends on the particular company.  
A reasonable, market driven request usually facilitates a positive response.  Threats, 
demands and allegations of default will likely cause a landlord to dismiss the request.  While 
it is possible for a tenant to relocate to alternative space in another location, most 
sophisticated landlords understand that if a tenant is seeking a rent reduction, odds are it is 
not looking to incur significant costs to move to alternative space.  Similarly, threats to close 



the site if the reduction is not granted should be avoided, as they only facilitate confrontation, 
and if a tenant fails to follow through on it, their relationship and credibility with the landlord 
will be tarnished.  A company diminishes its credibility and minimizes its chances for success 
by using threats or demands that a landlord is likely to perceive as being bluster.  

Once the process has commenced, it is likely that landlords will also seek concessions from 
tenants, such as additional term, waiver of a right of first refusal or purchase option, or a right 
to expansion space.  Since the primary objective is increased cash flow through lower rent, 
trading items that will be needed anyway (longer term), or never exercised (a purchase 
option) returns value to the landlord. 

Rent reductions, while ideal, are not the only means for obtaining value through the 
renegotiation process.  If a landlord is unable or unwilling to adjust rent, companies can seek 
alternative sources of economic value -- additional signage or parking, needed repairs or 
improvements to the premises, free rent, and even an improvement allowance for upgrading 
the premises.  In addition, companies should use this opportunity to improve the legal terms 
of its lease.  Expanding a use clause to include “any lawful use,” obtaining flexibility to assign 
to third parties or deleting a change of control restriction, obtaining an exclusive, and 
modifying other noxious provisions all have value to a tenant, and can be sought in addition 
to rent relief, or in lieu of a reduction. 

While the message to be delivered to a landlord is important, it is also critical that the 
message be delivered by the right party.  Many companies do not have the in-house staff or 
lease administration resources to undertake a wholesale lease renegotiation strategy, and 
may be reluctant to have third parties contacting their landlords.  Engaging outside 
consultants to undertake such a task can appear challenging, however, utilizing the right 
outside consultants provides a key benefit -- they can operate as an extension of the 
company’s resources while insulating the company from a pushback from the landlord.  

There are no shortage of players claiming experience in this area -- brokers, lawyers, and 
other consultants, all claiming to be able to deliver tremendous savings.  Most have never 
been an in-house counsel, lease administrator, or real estate director for a company, and 
lack the understanding of how real estate portfolios are viewed and managed within a 
company.  They lack a relationship with the company, and a stake in the reputation and 
value of the company long-term.  The company should retain seasoned professionals, who 
understand the business of the client, its position in the marketplace, and its real estate 
strategy, and have the ability to renegotiate not only the economic provisions of the lease, 
but undertake the proper documentation of the amendment. 

While the current economic climate provides significant challenges to companies, and their 
survival, it also provides an opportunity for companies to minimize expenses, increase cash 
flow, and position their business for future increased profitability.  While there are no 
guarantees on the level of success a company will have, there is certainty that a failure to 



take advantage of this limited opportunity to seek improved terms will result in a lost 
opportunity to gain a competitive advantage and increase cash flow. 

David Reed is a partner at the law firm of Williams Mullen where he is focused on the 
acquisition and sale of commercial and industrial properties, commercial leasing and land 
development throughout the United States and Canada. He also previously held positions 
with Republic Industries and Blockbuster Entertainment.   

 


